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But the most beautiful things in  
life are not just things.  
They’re people, and places, 
memories and pictures. 
They’re feelings and moments and  
smiles and laughter. 
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POLICY MAKERS
• Organizes international conferences on 

sustainable agriculture 
• Collaborates with international agencies in 

organic farming training  

SMALL SCALE FARMERS

• Markets the products of small scale organic farmers 
• Introduces new techniques to small scale farmers 
• Establish farmer’s trust in organic farming

Intergovernmental organization 
that operates financially through 

membership contributions, its own 
activities, and financial support from 

international agencies. 
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Khun thiRach

can you introduce yourself 
briefly? 
I am Thirach Rungruangkanokkul and I’m 
the executive director of AFMA, an 
intergovernmental organization in 
association with FAO. Our mission is to 
strengthen smallholder farmers’ access to 
the market, food security, the supply chain 
and the sustainable value chain. 

what made you become 
interested in working on 
sustainable agriculture? 
I first realised that I wanted my family to 
have safe food, then I wanted to share it with 
our neighbours. I then realized that through 
mobilizing, catalyzing and engaging through 
AFMA we’ll be able to implement this 
concept in a more impactful manner. In the 
past I worked with the UN on ocean 
sustainability, that’s when I realized that the 
food issue is really important. Nobody on this 
planet can live without food for more than a 
few days. So being able to provide people 
with safe food and food sovereignty will 
definitely make this world a better place. 

what kind of activities have 
typically been a part of your 
work in AFMA? 
At AFMA we engage with policy makers, 
corporates and the public/private sector, 
especially smallholder farmers. So our 

accountabi l i ty is not only includes 
empowering policy makers to implement 
many different policies but also working with 
corporates to really materialise the sustainable 
value chain to demonstrate the model that will 
bring the safe food to the consumer. We also 
work to create more mindful consumers. So 
we are working in both the policy and also 
implementation. We implement sustainable 
development goals in association with the 
UN. 

how long have you been 
working with AFMA? 
I have been working for about a year at 
AFMA. But I’ve had about 15 years of 
experience working with the UN sustainable 
development goals through working as a 
scuba diving instructor. That was when I 
realized the environmental problems the 



world faces such as the instability of the 
food chain. From that, I developed many 
programs such as Art For Ocean to make 
people better understand the relationship 
between earth, forest, ocean and all life on 
earth. Before AFMA I worked with ocean 
sustainability. 70% of this planet is water. 
So actually we shouldn’t even call it a 
planet, we should call it aqua because 
there is more water than Earth.  Actually 
working for AFMA is only a small part of 
the projects I do.  

how does AFMA compare to 
your other projects?  
When people consume more in a very 
unsustainable way, it affects the food 
chain, life, and the environment. I work in 
parallel between environmental issues in 
my ocean sustainability work and 
agricultural issues in AFMA. The work at 
AFMA focuses more on people but it has 
the same goal as my environmental work, 
it just has a different approach.  

At AFMA we are able to implement 
solutions in a more impactful way as we 
work with governments in different 
countries in Asia and the Pacific.We can 
drive sustainable development from the 
grassroots level up to the policy making 
level. And we also demonstrate real 
examples. When we work with coffee, we 
make it tangible by claiming that if we 
grow coffee, we grow forest, and we make 
the people, the smallholder farmers, 
demonstrate that model. Then, we are able 
to bring the coffee to the end consumer. 
Then this small model is scaled up and 
multiplied to be replicated. Here at 
AFMA, we do not only talk about about 
theory, but we talk about something 
tangible, edible, something that you can 
touch, feel, and then replicate.  

what are some of your most 
meaningful experiences whilst 
working on the job? 
The most meaningful part of the job is 
bringing the smallholder farmers to the 
frontline, empowering them, making them 
believe that what they have been doing is 
meaningful not only for themselves but for 
the earth and the end consumers. It’s also 
nice that we get a lot of appreciation from 
consumers. Everyone on this earth wants 
safe food but they don’t know where to 
find it so the value chain or the supply 
chain is not really completed. I find it 
really meaningful when we follow through 
the value chain and improve the lives of 
the smallholder farmers. That is when they 
earn more, appreciate what they have been 
doing, and understand that their job is not 
only to produce and try to sell. These 
smallholder farmers are actually on 
survival mode, they work and live by each 
day’s payments. I like to help them 
understand that what they have been doing 
is very meaningful to the earth, to their 
family, and to mankind.  
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you are also a photographer, 
how does this skill tie in to the 
work you do at AFMA? 
Seeing is believing.When there is a lot of 
text, it is difficult to understand and you 
don’t really see the true complex color of 
nature. As a photographer, I am able to 
bring the true colors of nature forward to 
help other people have a deeper and better 
understanding of nature. People don’t love 
something if they don’t know it yet. And if 
they don’t know it they will not love it yet. 
If they don’t love it then they won’t 
support it. So my job as a photographer is 
to first make people know it, then 
understand it, love it and take good care of 
it. That is the process. 

why is what AFMA does 
important for Thailand? 
Even though our job is to work for the 
entire Asia and the pacific, our office is 

here in Thailand. Thailand is a country 
advanced in issues of agriculture. So 
Thailand serves as a study room for our 
neighbouring countries, they can come 
visit and learn from Thailand. In this case, 
different countries are not competing 
against each other, they are working 
together to achieve more. Some countries 
plays the role of the producer and some 
countries have the role of value addition. 
So this part of the world, Thailand is 
important as we have a lot of good supply. 
But we also have hunger. So how should 
we balance, how should we produce more 
and serve more in a healthy way? Thailand 
is on one hand strategically in a good 
position, but on one hand a good challenge 
that is how would we balance between two 
areas that have a lot of resource imparity. 
So for me Thailand has great potential. 
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Value chain

WHAT:

a model builds promotes
developed and mobilised by 
AFMA that can be applied to 
developing primary produce 
of farmers into a sustainable 
process.  

the “low carbon sustainable 
lifestyle”. Living everyday 
life in a way that does not 
risk resources for future 
generations. 

 a relationship between 
farmers and consumers - 
creating a community 
supported agriculture 
movement.  

GOALS:

empower reach out connect

smallholder farmers. 
Additional value will be 
added by implementing 

further processing beyond 
extraction from nature, 
promoting the story or 
benefits behind each 

product. 

to market the farmer’s 
produce to the target 

consumer group. This 
model hopes to develop 
the farmer’s products to 
be able to successfully 
thrive in the market. 

with mindful-
consumers. When 

consumers are able to 
understand the value or 

the story behind the 
products they are 
buying, a bond is 



As an international organization, AFMA hopes to be able to successfully 
develop and replicate this model to a national and international level. 
Driven by the strong belief that as food and agriculture strongly links the 
lives of people from various pathways, this model will benefit everyone.  

certification 
author

PGS+ 
participatory guarantee 

systems plus

government 
certification

organic farmer

value 
addition

renewable 
energy

packing/ 
processing

value 
communication

direct marketing channel 
trusted value chain

how? where?
online 

e-commerce 
activity tracking

condominium 
transportation 

institutional buyers 

mindful customers

consumer supported 
agriculture (CSA)

organic sustainable value chainTHE ORGANIC SUSTAINABLE VALUE CHAIN
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ORganic cOffee

How much does it cost to buy an average cup of coffee?  

Nowadays, a regular cup of coffee in Bangkok will probably cost us 60 or 80 or even 
120 baht. However, farmers might not even receive 3 baht profit from each cup. Yes. 
Truth is most of the profit from each cup of coffee goes to marketing, branding, rent 
and all the nitty gritty bits in between harvesting coffee beans to sipping your iced latte.  

So a question that arises is “How do we get farmers to play a larger role in this value 
chain?” A possible solution to this question is for farmers to process the beans further 
in order to create additional value. For example, if farmers are able to roast their own 
coffee beans, they’ll get double or triple the value of selling coffee beans right after 
harvesting. Even better, if farmers are able to distribute their beans directly to the 
market themselves, the value can increase by ten folds.  

Moreover, much of our coffee comes from places where the environment is endangered 
and workers earn very little — sometimes, just a few baht for a whole day's work. 
Coffee farmers have helped cut down tropical forests, and most of them use pesticides. 
Coffee farming can be extremely unsustainable.  

Currently, AFMA is working to make a better, sustainable coffee industry become a 



reality for small farmers in Northern Thailand, around the Doi Inthanon area. AFMA 
advocates for farmers to be able to depend on themselves, to be able to enter markets 
through working with various organizations, meanwhile able to conserve the 
environment as well. Since small scale farmers often face obstacles in accessing 
technology and markets but are equipped an abundance of knowledge about their craft, 
AFMA gives utmost importance to these farmers. AFMA’s method is to start by 
working with a group of a few farmers to create a tangible example for others and then 
slowly expands the scope. For example, a recent project is to increase organic farms.   

Organic farming is beneficial in various multitudes. First, organic farming does not use 
pesticides and fertilizers. Everything comes from nature. When everything comes from 
nature, farmers are able to rely on themselves more. Instead of using their income to 
buy fertilizer or pesticides, all this can be created using herbs from the household. They 
are able to decrease the cost of production but also these natural methods also provide 
more safety and no leftover chemicals. When they carry out organic farming, the soil 
and various insects are able to live sustainably as well. So as more farmers change to 
organic farming, are able to be successful and have customers that value the importance 
of what they’re doing, other farmers will start seeing the impact, gain confidence and 
then join the movement. 

How can you help? Simply choosing to drink the right cup of coffee can make a great 
difference.  
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Hill triBes
a journal of events

Friday June 10th Neilson Hays Library •  

Walking through the doors of the Neilson Hays library, a visitor’s senses are delighted with the 
neoclassical architecture, the old book scent and the soft melody of a keyboard. Known as 
Bangkok’s Taj Mahal, the library was founded by Mr. Neilson Hays in 1869 in dedication to his 
late wife. But on that rainy friday evening, the warm aroma of coffee and the unique sound of the 
Karen harp, or Thana cut through the ambience. This is because Friday June 10th marked the 
opening reception of the “The Journey of Coffee – The Journey of Life Exhibition” organized by 
AFMA. 

The reception started with an introduction from Mr Thirach, the executive director of AFMA, 
about the first segment of the reception, a demonstration of the drip coffee method, and the 
second, a glimpse on the life of Karen Hill Tribe people. 

The visual demonstration struck viewers with the paradox of the intricacy as well as the simplicity 
of the drip method. Brewing using the drip coffee method involves: first coffee bean grounding, 
then dripping boiling water through the coffee grounds. The filtered water then pools in a pot, now 
richly infused with coffee after longer-than-normal contact with ground coffee. 



Moving through to the photo gallery room, visitors 
met with the guest stars of the event, Karen Hill Tribe 
people dressed in their traditional wear who had 
travelled to Bangkok from Chiang Rai to tell their 
story. The story that the hill tribe people told was 
about their cotton farming and the weaving of the 
cotton into the beautiful garments that the visitors 
saw draped on the walls. “The cloths are colored 
naturally using different resources from the forests. 
Black cloth, for example, is colored using 
charcoal...It is all part of a process, that is taken with 
care. It takes one month to make one cotton scarf 
using the traditional weaving method.” They also told 
of their culture and their society. They told of how 
men in the tribe wore red to symbolize bravery and 
married women wore black. Viewers were also 
enthralled to discover that women made the 
household decisions; the Karen society was 
matriarchal.  The showcase ended with a beautiful 

solo of the Thana and one couldn’t help but wonder 
at how enchanting the sound would be if one were to 
hear it in the forests of Northern Thailand. 

Marvel was also in the air outside on the library 
garden next to the coffee shop turned gallery as guest 
visited the various refreshment stores. From coffee 
cocktails and DIY kanom krok (or custard of love) to 
freshly brewed coffee and nutritional toasties, how 
can anyone not be enchanted? 
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